
The Great Gatsby 

Research Projects 
 

 
Choose ONE project from the list below.  Some projects are designed for individuals; 
others are designed for groups.  The group projects have a maximum number of 
people allowed for that project, and groups must be from within the same class period.  
Each member of the group will evaluate the other members to ensure that everyone 
pulls their own weight—no sponges allowed! 
 
Each project requires some sort of research; therefore, you need at least 3 credible 
sources and a Works Cited page for every project, unless stated otherwise in the 
project info. 
 
The Works Cited page and any typed report should have 1” margins and use Times 
New Roman or Arial font, size 12, and should be double-spaced. 
 
Pay careful attention to due dates!  I will assign “progress report dates”, in which you’ll 
have to show me how much progress you/your group is making on the project; these 
will be worth daily and quiz grades. 
 
The final project will be due on _________________.  This is worth TWO TEST GRADES.  
Remember too that this project will also be directly related to your semester exam, if 
you are not exempt.  Even if you are not at school on the due date, your project is 

still due on that day!!! 
 
Final projects will be graded on accuracy, creativity, thoroughness, and difficulty of 
project selected.  You will make a brief presentation to your class after the projects are 
finished, if time allows. 
 

 Choice 1 (individual): Create a sales catalog that offers items to both the “old 
money” people and to the nouveau riche.  Think clothing, hobbies, houses, home 
items, etc.  Look at a catalog for ideas on the layout, remembering that you will 
need pictures, text that describes the items for sale, and pricing.  Minimum 8 
pages. 

 Choice 2 (individual or group, max of 2 people): Create the blueprints or floor 
plans for Gatsby’s and/or the Buchanans’ houses, based off the novel AND 
research.  Include info on the appropriate furnishings, etc.  Think HGTV and its 
remodeling and design shows. 

 Choice 3 (individual): You are Gatsby’s party planner.  You need to determine 
what needs to be done to throw a successful party that would entice Daisy to come 
check it out.  Think about who to invite, clothing, food, drink, music, music 
playlist, transportation, invitations, etc. 



 Choice 4 (individual): Create a graphic novel based on The Great Gatsby that also 
has either A) a 1-page mini-biography of F. Scott Fitzgerald, or B) a one-page 
report on the evolution of graphic novels.  The novel must have at least 12 pages 
and include the major points of Fitzgerald’s version. 

 Choice 5 (individual): Develop a board game based on The Great Gatsby.  Include 
all game pieces and instructions for playing the game.  The game should be both 
enjoyable and educational.  Prepare to demonstrate and play the game in class! 

 Choice 6 (individual or group, max of 3 people): Create a music soundtrack for 
The Great Gatsby movie.  Match the music to the themes of the scenes or chapters.  
You will also create a complete CD cover (front, back, liner notes), a critical review 
of the CD, and an advertisement to “sell” the album on iTunes.  (You won’t really 
sell the album…too many copyright laws to consider.) 

 Choice 7 (individual or group, max of 2 people: You are a book publisher.  Your 
job is to promote The Great Gatsby, creating an original book cover (front, back, 
spine, flap info) that includes artwork, 1-2 original book reviews, and author info.  
You will also create an ad to “sell” the book on Amazon.com and a different ad to 
sell the novel to teachers for use in their classrooms.  (Again, we aren’t really 
selling the book…) 

 Choice 8 (individual): You are a new teacher who will be teaching The Great 
Gatsby to your classes.  You need to create an original teacher’s resource kit that 
includes worksheets, handouts, notes, tests, etc., that cover the plot, symbolism, 
allusions, characterization, etc.  Minimum: 6 items. 

 Choice 9 (individual): Create a documentary film, a PowerPoint, or a research 
paper about the evolution of organized crime in the United States.  You should 
have at least 5 sources.  Minimum: 5 minutes/20 slides/3 pages, not including 
Works Cited slide/page. 

 Choice 10 (group, max of 4 people): Create a movie that is an adaptation of The 
Great Gatsby novel.  You must also create a movie poster for your movie.  Bonus: 
create a “trailer”—an ad to be shown on TV to promote the movie or as a preview 
before another movie. 

 Choice 11 (individual or group, max of 4 people): News! A) You are the writer(s) 
for a newspaper, or B) you are the newscaster(s) on the local TV station.  Your job 
is to report on what happens both in The Great Gatsby and in the U.S./world 
during the summer of 1922.  Include the news, sports, weather, and human 
interest (“feature”) stories.  Minimum 4 pages/5 minutes. 

 Choice 12: Develop your own project idea.  Think website, video, sound recording, 
etc., or something totally original.  Okay the project with me first. 

 


